
Worldwide Awareness on the "Mirage" of 5G

Read Dr. Davis' latest published opinion piece on China and 5G here.
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Balchick Bulgaria Passes
Moratorium on 5G
The Council imposed a one-year
moratorium after a petition in which
the signees state they do not want a
5G network because of “health risks.”

READ MORE

France: 5G Protestors Halt
Chopping of 20 Trees

In an inspiring act of protest,
demonstrators climbed trees where a
5G antenna was to be installed,
forcing the loggers to cease felling the
trees.

READ MORE

Florida: Breakthrough 5G
Resolution on Health and
Environmental Effects

"[Scientific advancement should not
come at unknown cost to human
health," says the City Manager of
Coconut Creek, Florida in their
bombshell proposition.

READ MORE

Florida: The Story of 5G in
Historic Pensacola

Pensacola, FL resident and former
naval aviator John Herron details the
obtrusive 5G infrastructure
threatening to overtake our cities, and
steps we can take to stop it.

READ MORE

The Naked Truth About 5G

The fight to reveal the bare truth:
Members of the Dutch initiative
5Bburgers lay it all on the line in a
powerful statement on the potential
dangers 5G holds.

READ MORE

Italy: Ardesio Prohibits 4G and
5G Until Safety is Assured

Breaking: Ardesio has taken a stand
against wireless, placing a ban on the
installation of 4G and 5G in their
municipal territory.

READ MORE

BOYCOTT 5G PHONES
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NEW Global Campaign: Smart Phone Users Have Become “Test
Dummies” For Telco Industry.

The We Are Not SAM campaign has this week been launched calling to boycott 5G
phones and “help expose the dummy in the room.” 

READ THE PRESS RELEASE
GO TO WEARENOTSAM.COM
SIGN THE PETITION TO BOYCOTT 5G PHONES

Major US Newspaper Runs
Ads on 5G Health and
Environmental Effects

The San Francisco Chronicle ads
inform the public of the clear and
serious hazards of global Wi-Fi and
5G from satellites, drones, and
balloons -- and the 1000s of rockets
required to launch the mega-
constellations of satellites.

READ MORE

Deceit and Lies: Propaganda
in The Wireless Industry

Just as the tobacco industry had its
"playbook" of disinformation to falsely
assure customers that cigarettes
were safe, it appears the wireless
industry has its own playbook:
wargaming the science.

READ MORE

New Science To Copy, Paste and Share

Each title is hyperlinked to the study online so you can copy, paste and share.
This is just a small sampling of recent publications.
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Radio frequency exposure of people living near mobile-phone
base stations in France
Mobile-phone base stations antennas are the dominant source of exposure in housing
near antennas and indoor exposure was increased when the windows were in line of sight
of antennas.

Effects of different mobile phone UMTS signals on DNA,
apoptosis and oxidative stress in human lymphocytes
"Our data support a notion that each specific signal used in mobile communication should
be tested in specially designed experiments to rule out that prolonged exposure to RF
from mobile communication would induce genotoxic effects and affect the health of human
population."

The association of smart mobile phone usage with
cognitive function impairment in Saudi adult population (PDF)
Excessive use of mobile phones associated with cognitive function impairment. "Strict
policies must be implemented."

Comparing chromosome damage induced by mobile telephony
radiation and a high caffeine dose: Effect of combination and
exposure duration (PDF)
Mobile telephony EMF exposure ~ 136 times below the official limit (ICNIRP 2020) exerts
a genotoxic action even greater than that of a caffeine dose ~ 290 times above the
corresponding limit. 

Dr. Joel Moskowitz of University of California Berkeley has been
documenting the latest research since 2016. See his updates here.

BioInitiative 2020 Updated Research Summaries

Dr. Henry Lai has compiled an invaluable sets of abstracts and tables covering
the RFR and ELF-EMF/Static Field studies of the genetic and neurological
literature, on studies of free radicals (oxidative damage), on comet assay
studies, and on electrohypersensitivitity.

Three graphics show summaries of Effect vs No Effect.
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Go to the Bioinitiative 2020 Updated Research Summaries
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